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FIG. 4 

Userinterface3D: ............ . . . . . . . . . . 
exposedField SFInt32 state ".1 

: exposedField MFNode children L. 
exposed Field SFBool resetWhenBind FALSE 

I eventin SFInt32 keyPressed -1 
eventin SFInt32 keyReleased -1 

I eventin SFInt32 keylongPressed -1 
eventin SFBool set bind 
eventOut SFTime bindTime : 
eventOut SFBool isBound 
exposedField SFTime transitionTime 
field SFNode activeMenu NULL 
field SFNode" activeMenuComponent NULL 

| | | 
410 420 430 440 

FIG. 5 

DEF OBJECT DB Switch ... } 
DEF USER INPUT KeySenor { ... } 
DEF MENU SYSTEMUserinterface3D { 

State 5 
resetWhen Bind TRUE 
children 

DEF FIRST MENU Menu { ... } 
DEF SECOND MENU Menu { ... } 
DEF THIRD MENU Menu ... } 

} 
DEF OTHER TIMER TimeSensor { ... } 
ROUTE USER INPUT actionKeyPressed TO MENU.SYSTEM.keyPressed 
ROUTE USERINPUT, actionkey Released TO MENU.SYSTEM, key Released 
ROUTE USER INPUT actionKeylong Pressed TO MENU.SYSTEM.keyLongPressed 
ROUTE MENU.SYSTEM.state changed TO OBJECTDB.choice 
ROUTE MENU.SYSTEM, transitionTime changed TO OTHER TIMER, set startTime 
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FIG. 6 

"nil------------------------------------------------, ------- 
field SFInt32 state -4" 
exposedField MFNode children D 
field SFNode activeAnimation NULL 
field SFNode inactiveAnimation NULL 
exposed Field SFInt32 animationOrder 0 
exposed Field SFBool resetWhenActive FALSE 
exposed Field SFTime activeTime O 
eventOut SFTime inactiveTime 
exposedField SFTime transitionTime 

I field SFNode. tactiveMenuComponent t NULL 
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FIG. 7 

DEF MENU1 OBJECT2 POSINTERP Positioninterpolator { ... } 
DEF MENU1 OBJECT3 POSINTERP Positioninterpolator { ... } 
DEF MENU1 OBJECT4 POSINTERP Position interpolator { ... } 

DEF FIRST MENU Menu 
activeAnimation AnimatorGroup { 

children Animator { 
State 5 
loop FALSE 
animation Order 0 
resetWhenActive TRUE 
interpolators 

USE MENU1 OBJECT2 POSINTERP 
USEMENU. OBJECT3 POSINTERP 
USEMENU1 OBJECT4 POSINTERP 

Fractions 0.0, 0.25 
} 

} 
children 

DEF MENU 11 MenuComponent { state 1...} 
DEF MENU 12 MenuComponent { state 2. 
DEF MENU 13 MenuComponent { state 3..., 
DEF MENU 14 MenuComponent { state 4. 
DEF MENU 15 Menu component { state 5..., 
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FIG. 8 

Menucomponent . . . . . . 
field SFInt32 state - 
field |MFNode transitions 
field ESFNode transAnimations D 
field HSFNode: activeAnimation NULL 
field HSFNode focusAnimation NULL 
field SFInt32 animationOrder H-1 
exposed Field SFTime activeTime O 
eventOut SFTime inactiveTime 
eventOut ESFTime transitionStartTime O 
eventOut SFTime transitionStopTime O 
eventin SFInt32 keyPressed -1 
eventin SFInt32 keyReleased -1 
eventin SFInt32 keyLongPressed -1 
--|--|-- 
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FIG. 9 
DEF MENU 15 MenuComponent { 

state 5 
transitions 

Transition { key 7 state 7) 
Transition { key 18 state 7) 
Transition { key 19 state 6) 
Transition { key 20 state 6) 
Transition { key 21 state } 

transAnimations 
AnimatorGroup children Animator { 

loop FALSE 
interpolators 

Sheet 8 of 14 US 2013/022941.0 A1 

UP 
it DOWN 
it RGHT 
# LEFT 
i BACK SPACE 

USE CAMERA POSINTERP 
fractions O.75, O,8 

AnimatorGroup { children Animator { 
loop FALSE 
interpolators 
fractions 0.8, 

AnimatorGroup children Animator { 
loop FALSE 
interpolators 

USE CAMERAPOSINTERP 
0.85 

USE CAMERAPOSINTERP 
fractions O,85, 0.9 

Animator Group children Animator 
foop FALSE 
interpolators. USE CAMERAPOSINTERP) 
fractions O,9, 

AnimatorGroup children Animator { 
loop FALSE 
interpolators 

fractions O.75, 0.5 

focusedAnimations 
AnimatorGroup chidren Animator 

loop TRUE 
interpolators 

USE CAMERAPOSINTERP 
USE MENU2 OBJECT1, POSINTERP 
USE MENU2 OBJECT2 POSINTERP 
USE MENU2 OBJECT3 POSINTERP 
USE MENU2 OBJECT4 POSINTERP 

gow 

am 

i backward animation 

USE MENU2 OBJECT1 MESH1 INTERP 

fractions 
D.O, 0.5 
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FIG 10 

Transition { 
field SFInt32 keyPressed 1 
field SFInt32 keyReleased -1 
field SFnt32 keyLongPressed -1 
field SFnt32 state ... 1 

FIG 11 

Animatorgroup { 
exposed Field MFNode children 

} 

FIG. 12 

Animator.................. .................... . field MFNode interpolators Dr. 
field SFVec2f fractions ; : 0 1 
field SFFloat cycleinterval 0 
exposedField SFBool enabled ; : TRUE 
exposedField SFBool loop FALSE 
exposedField SFTime startTime O 
exposedField SFTime stopTime O 
eventOut SFTime cycleTime 
eventOut SFBool isActive 
eventOut. SFFloat fraction changed 

} --T- - m r - w w w w r - - - 
1210 1220 1230 1240 
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FIG. 13A 

fraction changed = (now - temp)loycleinterval + fractions.x 
if fraction changed >s fractions.y { 

if loop == TRUE { 
temp = now - (fraction changed - fractions.y) 
fraction changed = fraction changed fractions, y + fractions.x 

else 
fraction changed - fractions.y 

FIG. 13B 

fraction changed = -(now - temp)/cyclelnterval + fractions.x 
if fraction changed <= fractions.y{ 

if loop == TRUE { 
temp = now - (fraction changed - fractions.y) 
fraction changed it fraction changed - fractions.y + fractions.x 

} 
else 

fraction changed a fractions.y 
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FIG. 17 

ANALYZE PLURALITY OF NODES OF 
INTERFACE DATA DESCRIBED USING NODES 
CONNECTED HERARCHICALLY AND HAVING 

A PLURALITY OF SELECTABLE TEMS 
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ANALYSIS RESULT 
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RENDERINGAPPARATUS AND METHOD 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

0001. This application is a divisional of U.S. application 
Ser. No. 1 1/898,777 filed Sep. 14, 2007 which claims the 
benefit of Korean Patent Application No. 10-2006-0118639, 
filed on Nov. 28, 2006, in the Korean Intellectual Property 
Office, the disclosures of which are incorporated herein in 
their entirety by reference. 

BACKGROUND 

0002 1. Field 
0003. One or more embodiments of the present invention 
relate to rendering, and more particularly, to rendering of 
interface data having a plurality of selectable items. 
0004 2. Description of the Related Art 
0005. A user of a terminal can manipulate the terminal 
while being provided with a user interface (UI) screen that 
changes with a result of manipulation with respect to the 
terminal from the terminal. The UI screen displays one of 
various menus that can be provided by the terminal. A single 
menu includes a plurality of selectable items. 
0006 Interface data having graphic information of UI 
screens displaying menus is described in the unique format of 
each terminal. Thus, in order to create interface data for 
authored content, a programmer has to reconstruct the 
authored content so as to be suitable for the unique format of 
each terminal. 
0007. In other words, in spite of fast content authoring, the 
authored content has to be suitably reconstructed for the 
unique format of each terminal in order to create interface 
data, causing a limitation in terms of how fast the interface 
data can be created. Such a limitation becomes more distinct 
when the programmer is not familiar with the unique format 
of each terminal and the authored content is 3-dimensional 
(3D) content. 

SUMMARY 

0008. One or more embodiments of the present invention 
provide a rendering apparatus which renders interface data 
that is described in Such a way that it can be created quickly. 
0009. One or more embodiments of the present invention 
also provide a rendering method which renders interface data 
that is described in Such a way that it can be created quickly. 
0010. One or more embodiments of the present invention 
also provide a computer-readable recording medium having 
recorded thereon interface data that is described in such away 
that it can be created quickly. 
0011 Additional aspects and/or advantages will be set 
forth in part in the description which follows and, in part, will 
be apparent from the description, or may be learned by prac 
tice of the invention. 
0012 To achieve at least the above and/or other aspects 
and advantages, embodiments of the present invention 
include a rendering apparatus including, an analysis unit to 
analyze a plurality of nodes of interface data that are 
described using the plurality of nodes connected hierarchi 
cally and indicate a plurality of selectable items, and a ren 
dering unit to render the interface databased on a result of the 
analysis. 
0013 To achieve at least the above and/or other aspects 
and advantages, embodiments of the present invention 
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include a rendering method including, analyzing a plurality of 
nodes of interface data that are described using the plurality of 
nodes connected hierarchically and indicate a plurality of 
selectable items, and rendering the interface databased on a 
result of the analysis. 
0014) To achieve at least the above and/or other aspects 
and advantages, embodiments of the present invention 
include a computer-readable recording medium having 
recorded thereon data described using a plurality of nodes 
connected hierarchically, the plurality of nodes including, at 
least one user interface (UI) node, a plurality of menu nodes 
that are nearest neighbor sub nodes of the UI node and are 
selectable, and a plurality of item nodes that are nearest 
neighbor Subnodes of the menu nodes and describe a plurality 
of selectable items. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0015 These and/or other aspects and advantages will 
become apparent and more readily appreciated from the fol 
lowing description of the embodiments, taken in conjunction 
with the accompanying drawings of which: 
(0016 FIGS. 1A, 1B, and 1C explain a user interface (UI) 
screen that three-dimensionally displays selectable items; 
0017 FIG. 2 illustrates a rendering apparatus, according 
to an embodiment of the present invention; 
0018 FIG. 3 explains a plurality of nodes that describe 
interface data rendered by a rendering apparatus, according to 
an embodiment of the present invention; 
(0019 FIG. 4 explains a syntax of a UI node: 
0020 FIG. 5 illustrates an example of the syntax illus 
trated in FIG. 4; 
0021 FIG. 6 explains syntax of a menu node: 
0022 FIG. 7 illustrates an example of the syntax illus 
trated in FIG. 6; 
0023 FIG. 8 explains syntax of an item node: 
0024 FIG. 9 illustrates an example of the syntax illus 
trated in FIG. 8: 
0025 FIG. 10 explains syntax of a transition node: 
0026 FIG. 11 explains syntax of an animator group node: 
0027 FIGS. 12, 13A and 13B explain syntax of an anima 
tor node; 
0028 FIG. 14 explain a rendering process, according to an 
embodiment of the present invention when a UI node is 
bound; 
0029 FIG. 15 explain a rendering process, according to an 
embodiment of the present invention when a rendering appa 
ratus is manipulated; 
0030 FIG. 16 explain a rendering process, according to an 
embodiment of the present invention when a rendering appa 
ratus is manipulated; and 
0031 FIG. 17 illustrates a rendering method, according to 
an embodiment of the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS 

0032 Reference will now be made in detail to embodi 
ments, examples of which are illustrated in the accompanying 
drawings, wherein like reference numerals refer to the like 
elements throughout. Embodiments are described below to 
explain the present invention by referring to the figures. 
0033 FIGS. 1A to 1C explain a user interface (UI) screen 
that may be used to three-dimensionally display selectable 
items. Referring to FIGS. 1A to 1C, a terminal capable of 
performing 9 functions, e.g., a short message service (SMS) 
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function, a camera function, a personal document manage 
ment function, a music playback function, an Internet func 
tion, a schedule management function, a call origination/ 
reception function, a camcorder function, and an environment 
setting function, may display menus on a display window 110 
included in the terminal. 
0034 More specifically, FIG. 1A illustrates an initial 
screen displayed by the terminal. As illustrated in FIG. 1A, a 
menu may be composed of 9 items. The 9 items, e.g., “Mes 
sage”, “Camera”, “My things”, “Music.” “Internet”, “Orga 
nizer”, “Contacts”, “Camcorder, and “Settings' correspond 
to a short message service (SMS) function, a camera function, 
a personal document management function, a music playback 
function, an Internet function, a schedule management func 
tion, a call origination/reception function, a camcorder func 
tion, and an environment setting function, respectively. 
0035. In this case, a user may manipulate the terminal in 
order to select one of the 9 items, thereby instructing the 
terminal to execute the selected item. For example, the user 
may manipulate a button included in the terminal in order to 
select"Message' from among the 9 items, thereby instructing 
the terminal to execute the SMS function. 

0036. As illustrated in FIG. 1A, each of the 9 items may be 
displayed in a 3-dimensional (3D) form like a cube. When an 
item is displayed three-dimensionally, the terminal may 
apply certain “animation (e.g., motion information) to the 
selected item in order to allow the user to accurately recog 
nize the selected item. For example, the terminal may display 
the selected item “Message” as being protruded as illustrated 
in FIG.1A. The terminal may also apply additional animation 
to the selected item to allow the user to more accurately 
recognize the selected item. For example, the terminal may 
display the selected item “Message' as being protruded and 
rotated. Here, the terminal may start rotating the selected item 
simultaneously with the protrusion of the selected item or 
start rotating the selected item after completion of the protru 
sion of the selected item. After completion of the protrusion 
and rotation, the terminal may display Sub items of the 
selected item “Message' as illustrated in FIG. 1B. In other 
words, the UI screen illustrated in FIG. 1B may be a sub 
screen of the UI screen illustrated in FIG. 1A. 

0037. In FIG. 1B, a menu includes 5 items. The 5 items, 
i.e., “Create New”, “Inbox”, “Outbox”, “Drafts, and “Sent 
box' correspond to a new item creation function, a received 
message management function, a delivery failed message 
management function, a message drafting function, and a sent 
message management function. 
0038. In this case, the user may manipulate the terminal in 
order to select one of the 5 items, thereby instructing the 
terminal to execute the selected item. For example, the user 
may manipulate the terminal in order to select “Sentbox”. 
thereby instructing the terminal to execute the sent message 
management function. 
0039. As illustrated in FIG. 1B, each of the 5 items may be 
displayed three-dimensionally. Thus, like in FIG. 1A, the 
terminal may display the selected item “Sentbox” as being 
protruded, start rotating the selected item simultaneously 
with the protrusion of the selected item, or start rotating the 
selected item after completion of the protrusion of the 
selected item. After the completion of the protrusion and 
rotation, the terminal may display Sub items of the selected 
item “Sentbox as illustrated in FIG. 1C. 
0040. The same description as in FIG. 1B may be applied 

to FIG. 1C. More specifically, FIG. 1C illustrates a UI screen 
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displayed when “Sentbox' is selected in FIG. 1B. In other 
words, the UI screen illustrated in FIG. 1C is a sub screen of 
the UI Screen illustrated in FIG. 1B. 

0041. In FIG. 1C, a menu may include 5 items. The 5 
items, e.g., “Winni”, “Diana”, “Vanessa”, “Alexandra', and 
“Basil” indicate that a recipient of a sent SMS message is 
Winni, Diana, Vanessa, Alexandra, and Basil, respectively. 
0042. Here, the user may manipulate the terminal in order 
to select one of the 5 items, thereby instructing the terminal to 
execute the selected item. For example, the user may manipu 
late the terminal in order to select “Winni', thereby allowing 
the user to review an SMS message sent to Winni. 
0043. In FIG. 1C, each of the 5 items may also be dis 
played three-dimensionally. Thus, in FIG. 1C, the terminal 
may display the selected item “Winni” as being protruded, or 
start rotating the selected item simultaneously with the pro 
trusion of the selected item, or start rotating the selected item 
after completion of the protrusion of the selected item. After 
the completion of the protrusion and rotation, the terminal 
may display the SMS message sent to Winni. 
0044. Hereinafter, a “state' may denote an image dis 
played or to be displayed by a terminal having a display 
function. Such a terminal, specifically, a terminal like a por 
table phone capable of performing various functions such as 
a call origination/reception function, a music playback func 
tion, and a camera function as well as the display function, is 
an example of a rendering apparatus, according to an embodi 
ment of the present invention. For example, a “state' illus 
trated in FIG. 1A, e.g., a state in which the terminal displays 
an initial screen, a “state' illustrated in FIG. 1B, e.g., a state 
in which the terminal displays sub items of “Message', and a 
“state' illustrated in FIG. 1C, e.g., a state in which the termi 
nal displays sub items of “Sentbox’ may be different from 
each other. 

0045. As such, “states' of UI screens having a hierarchical 
relationship may be different from each other and “states' of 
UI screens having a non-hierarchical relationship may also be 
different from each other. For example, for images displayed 
in the form of rows as illustrated in FIGS. 1B and 1C, if the 
terminal can only display a maximum of 6 images out of m 
images due to a limitation in the size of the display window 
110, the user can scroll through them images by manipulating 
direction keys ->, <-, , , of the terminal, in which m is an 
integer greater than 6. As such, UI Screens obtained by a 
user's scrolling actions need not have a hierarchical relation 
ship. “States' of such UI screens may be different from one 
another. 

0046 FIG. 2 illustrates a rendering apparatus, according 
to an embodiment of the present invention. The rendering 
apparatus may include, for example, a loading unit 210, an 
analysis unit 220, a node update unit 230, a manipulation 
recognition unit 240, and a rendering unit 250. 
0047 Interface data that is rendered, i.e., visualized, by the 
rendering apparatus, according to the present invention may 
be described in a standardized format. More specifically, 
interface data according to the present invention may be 
described using a plurality of nodes connected hierarchically. 
For convenience of explanation, it is assumed that a node, a 
field, and an event mentioned herein typically have the same 
meanings as those of a node, a field, and an event prescribed 
in representative text-format language expressing 3D graph 
ics, i.e., virtual reality modeling language (VRML). In other 
words, the node can include the field defining the attributes of 
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the node and the event that is a message transmitted from one 
node to another node. Each node may have its own fixed field 
group. 
0048 However, nodes describing interface data, accord 
ing to the present invention are not prescribed in the VRML 
standard. In other words, the VRML standard does not pre 
scribe a node for describing interface data, e.g., data having 
graphic information of UI Screens displaying menus. Nodes 
describing interface data according to the present invention 
may include at least one UI node, a plurality of selectable 
menu nodes that are nearest neighbor sub nodes of the UI 
node, and a plurality of item nodes that are nearest neighbor 
sub nodes of the menu nodes and describe a plurality of 
selectable items. The nodes will be described later with ref 
erence to FIGS. 3 through 13. 
0049. In an embodiment of the present invention, it is 
preferable that the rendering apparatus, include a file storage 
unit (not shown). The file storage unit (not shown) may store 
interface data provided to the rendering apparatus, according 
to the present invention. 
0050. When the rendering apparatus, according to an 
embodiment of the present invention, renders the stored inter 
face data the loading unit 210 may load the stored interface 
data. 
0051. The analysis unit 220 may analyze nodes describing 
the loaded interface data. More specifically, the analysis unit 
220 may analyze which node, among all nodes describing the 
loaded interface data, is to be rendered and may analyze the 
contents of the node to be rendered. 
0052. The node update unit 230 may incorporate a state 
transition table (STT) of at least one node that is subordinate 
to each of all nodes describing the loaded interface data into 
each of the nodes. The STT is a table that stores “information 
about a state to be transited to using a manipulation result of 
the rendering apparatus, according to the present invention, as 
an address. Hereinafter, the “state' may mean unique identi 
fication information of an item node, e.g., a unique ID of an 
item node. In an embodiment, it is preferable that the expres 
sion "Node A is subordinate to Node B' denotes that Node A 
is subordinate to Node B as the nearest neighbor sub node of 
Node B. As will be described later below in more detail, 
among all nodes describing interface data provided to the 
rendering apparatus, according to the present invention, a 
node indicating a state information table is originally an item 
node. As also will be described later below in more detail, 
when a button in the rendering apparatus, according to the 
present invention is manipulated, the analysis unit 220 may 
determine a state corresponding to the “manipulation result 
and determine nodes corresponding to the determined State as 
nodes that are to be rendered. At this time, the analysis unit 
220 may have to consider the “latest result of rendering per 
formed by the rendering unit 250, as well as the “manipula 
tion result in order to determine the “state' to be transited to. 
The analysis unit 220 may determine the state corresponding 
to the “manipulation result” by analyzing the STT of each 
item node. Here, the analysis unit 220 may have to conductan 
analysis all nodes which are from UI node to item node and 
describe an interface data, thus consuming much time in 
analyzing STTs. 
0053. In order to speed up the analysis of the STTs, the 
node update unit 230 may create a single STT by collecting 
the STTs of a plurality of item nodes that are subordinate to 
each menu node and incorporate the created STT into each 
menu node. The node update unit 230 may then create a single 
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STT by collecting the STTs of a plurality of menu nodes that 
are subordinate to each UI node and incorporate the created 
STT into each menu node. In this way, the analysis unit 220 
may determine the state corresponding to the manipulation 
result by analyzing only UI nodes without analyzing item 
nodes. 
0054 When the node update unit 230 incorporates the 
STT of at least one node that is subordinate to each node 
describing the loaded interface data into each node, in an 
embodiment, it is preferable that the analysis unit 220 ana 
lyzes the interface data output from the node update unit 230. 
0055. A plurality of nodes describing the interface data 
may be changed during operation of the analysis unit 220. 
More specifically, during operation of the rendering appara 
tus, according to an embodiment of the present invention, the 
rendering apparatus may be provided with a node from out 
side through an input terminal IN and thus the number of 
nodes describing interface data may increase, or the number 
ofnodes describing interface data may decrease. In particular, 
a new menu node may be added to menu nodes constituting 
interface data or Some of the menu nodes constituting the 
interface data may be erased. Likewise, a new item node may 
be added to item nodes constituting interface data or some of 
the item nodes constituting the interface data may be erased. 
When a new menu node is added, in an embodiment it is 
preferable that the menu node includes a certain STT. 
0056 Nodes indicating the initial screen displayed by the 
rendering apparatus are some of the nodes describing the 
interface data. The initial screen may be a UI screen displayed 
by the rendering apparatus, which has not yet been manipu 
lated by the user after the rendering apparatus is turned on. 
0057 More specifically, the number of UI nodes among 
the nodes describing the interface data may be more than 1 
and one of the UI nodes may need to be selected in order for 
the rendering apparatus to display the initial screen. In the 
following description, the selection of one of the UI nodes 
may be referred to as the binding of the UI node. In other 
words, hereinafter a UI node may be a bindable node. The 
basic concept of “bind' is disclosed in detail in the VRML 
standard. 

0058 Whichever of the UI nodes is to be bound may be 
prescribed or may not be prescribed in the interface data. If 
the interface data does not prescribe which one of the UI 
nodes is to be bound, the first UI node that is analyzed by the 
analysis unit 220 may be bound. 
0059. As such, when one of the UI nodes is bound, a menu 
node and an item node may need to be selected as Sub nodes 
to be rendered from among sub nodes of the bound UI node. 
In the following description, the selection of a sub node from 
among sub nodes of the bound UI node may be referred to as 
the activation of the Sub node. 

0060 A sub node that is to be activated from among sub 
nodes of the bound UI node in order for the rendering appa 
ratus to display the initial screen may be prescribed in the 
interface data. The activated sub node may differ each time 
the rendering apparatus is manipulated. In other words, each 
time the rendering apparatus is manipulated, the “state' of the 
rendering apparatus may be changed. 
0061 The manipulation recognition unit 240 may recog 
nize the manipulation result of the rendering apparatus. For 
example, when the user manipulates a button of the rendering 
apparatus, the manipulation recognition unit 240 may recog 
nize which button has been manipulated. The manipulation 
recognition unit 240 may also recognize how the user 
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manipulates the button, such as whether the user presses the 
button for a short or long time or takes a finger off the button. 
The manipulation recognition unit 240 may incorporate the 
recognition result into the bound UI node of the loaded inter 
face data. 
0062. In this case, the node update unit 230 may incorpo 
rate the recognition result into the activated item node and the 
analysis unit 220 may determine the “state' corresponding to 
the recognition result incorporated into the activated item 
node by searching the STTs. At this time, the analysis unit 220 
may search STTs included in item nodes or the STT incorpo 
rated into the UI node by the node update unit 230. 
0063 Here, the analysis unit 220 may search in sub nodes 
of the bound UI node for an item node and a menu node 
corresponding to the “state'. More specifically, the analysis 
unit 220 may search in the sub nodes of the bound UI node for 
an item node and a menu node having unique ID information 
indicating the “state'. 
0064. To this end, the analysis unit 220 may first analyze 
other item nodes that are subordinate to a menu node to which 
the activated item node is subordinate. If there is no item node 
corresponding to the “state' in the other item nodes that are 
subordinate to the menu node to which the activated item 
node is Subordinate, the analysis unit 220 may analyze item 
nodes that are subordinate to a menu node to which the 
activated item node is not subordinate. 
0065. The analysis unit 220 may then analyze the contents 
of a node corresponding to the determined “state.” In other 
words, the analysis unit 220 may analyze the contents of the 
found item node and menu node. 
0066. The rendering unit 250 may render the interface data 
based on the analysis result obtained by the analysis unit 220 
and output the rendering result through an output terminal 
OUT 1. A display device such as a liquid crystal display 
(LCD) may display the rendering result. 
0067. The operation of the rendering apparatus when a UI 
node is bound will be described later below in more detail 
with reference to FIG. 14, and the operation of the rendering 
apparatus when the rendering apparatus is manipulated by the 
user will be described later below in more detail with refer 
ence to FIGS. 15 and 16. 
0068 FIG. 3 is a reference view for explaining a plurality 
of nodes that describe interface data rendered by a rendering 
apparatus, according to an embodiment of the present inven 
tion. In the following description, “UserInterface3D, 
“Menu”, “MenuComponent' indicate a UI node, a menu 
node, and an item node, respectively. 
0069. As mentioned above, a UI node is typically a root 
node, among all nodes describing interface data. The number 
of UI nodes describing the interface data may be more than 1. 
In other words, a UI node is generally a bindable node. Menu 
nodes are nearest neighbor sub nodes of each of the UI nodes 
and item nodes are nearest neighbor Sub nodes of each of the 
menu nodes. The relationship between the UI nodes, the 
menu nodes, and the item nodes may be described with ref 
erence to FIGS. 1A to 1C.. In other words, UI nodes of nodes 
indicating the UI screen illustrated in FIG. 1A, UI nodes of 
nodes indicating the UI screen illustrated in FIG. 1B, and UI 
nodes of nodes indicating the UI screen illustrated in FIG. 1C 
may be the same as one another. A plurality of item nodes 
including item nodes describing 9 items, e.g., "Message'. 
“Camera”, “My things”, “Music”, “Internet”, “Organizer”, 
“Contacts”, “Camcorder, and “Settings', are subordinate to 
a menu node indicating the UI screen illustrated in FIG. 1A. 
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Likewise, a plurality of item nodes including item nodes 
describing 5 items, i.e., “Create New”, “Inbox”, “Outbox”, 
"Drafts', and “Sentbox” are subordinate to a menu node 
indicating the UI screen illustrated in FIG. 1B. Similarly, a 
plurality of item nodes including item nodes describing 5 
items, e.g., “Winni”, “Diana”, “Vanessa”, “Alexandra', and 
“Basil” are subordinate to a menu node indicating the UI 
screen illustrated in FIG. 1C. As such, a UI screen indicated 
by a menu node and its Sub item nodes may have various 
depths. 
0070 A plurality of nodes describing interface data may 
also include a Transition node, an animator node, an animator 
group node (AnimatorOroup), a key sensor node (KeySen 
sor), and a Switch node (Switch) as well as a UI node, a menu 
node, and an item node. 
0071. At least one of an animator node describing infor 
mation about activeAnimation and an animator node describ 
ing information about inactiveAnimation may be subordinate 
to a menu node. For convenience of explanation, it is assumed 
that both of the animator nodes may be subordinate to the 
menu node. 

0072 At least one of a Transition node describing the 
contents of a STT, an animator node describing information 
about transAnimation, an animator node describing informa 
tion about inactiveAnimation, and an animator node describ 
ing information about focusAnimation may be subordinate to 
an item node. For convenience of explanation, it is assumed 
that the Transition node and all of the animator nodes may be 
Subordinate to the item node. 
0073. An animator node may denote a node describing 
animation that is to be applied to an object to be displayed. 
The object may be an "object indicated by a menu node, e.g., 
an image except for items in an UI screen” or an “object 
indicated by an item node, e.g., the items in the UI Screen'. 
The object to be displayed may also be a 3D object. Herein 
after, object data may mean data indicating the object. 
0074 An animator group node typically means a node 
including at least one animator node. 
0075 ActiveAnimation, inactiveAnimation, transAnima 
tion, and focus Animation are examples of animation that may 
be applied to the object. 
0076 ActiveAnimation described in an animator node 
included in an animator group node that is Subordinate to a 
menu node may mean motion information for making an 
object distinguishable on the UI screen. At this time, the 
object that may be an object indicated by the menu node. 
0077 Similarly, inactiveAnimation described in an ani 
mator node included in an animator group node that is Sub 
ordinate to a menu node may mean motion information for 
hiding the object on the UI screen. 
0078 TransAnimation described in an animator node 
included in an animator group node that is Subordinate to an 
item node may mean motion information that is required 
when the “state' of the rendering apparatus is changed due to 
manipulation with respect to the rendering apparatus and thus 
allows the user to recognize the change. 
0079 ActiveAnimation described in an animator node 
included in an animator group node that is Subordinate to an 
item node may mean motion information for making an 
object distinguishable on the UI screen. At this time, the 
object may be an object indicated by the item node. 
0080 Focus Animation described in an animator node 
included in an animator group node that is Subordinate to an 
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item node may mean motion information for highlighting 
movement of an object that moves according to active anima 
tion. 
0081. Each of ActiveAnimation described in an animator 
node included in an animator group node that is Subordinate 
to a menu node, inactiveAnimation described in an animator 
node included in an animator group node that is Subordinate 
to a menu node, transAnimation described in an animator 
node included in an animator group node that is Subordinate 
to an item node, activeAnimation described in an animator 
node included in an animator group node that is Subordinate 
to an item node, and focus Animation described in an anima 
tor node included in an animator group node that is Subordi 
nate to an item node may be described with reference to FIGS. 
1A and 1B as follows. 
I0082 In FIG. 1A, if the user selects “Message” from 
among the 9 items by properly manipulating the button pro 
vided in the rendering apparatus, the selected item “Message” 
may be displayed, for example, as vibrating, in contrast to the 
other still 8 items and the UI screen displaying the 9 items 
may be gradually reduced in size and even disappear from the 
sight of the user. At this time, the size reduction of the UI 
screen displaying the 9 items may be initiated simultaneously 
with the vibration of the selected item “Message' or after 
completion of the vibration. In this case, the vibration of the 
selected item “Message' may correspond to transAnimation 
described in an animator node that is subordinate to an item 
node among nodes describing the UI screen illustrated in FIG. 
1A, and the size reduction of the UI screen displaying the 9 
items corresponds to inactiveAnimation described in an ani 
mator node that is Subordinate to a menu node among nodes 
describing the UI screen illustrated in FIG. 1A. 
0083. Upon selection of the item “Message' from among 
the 9 items illustrated in FIG. 1A, the rendering apparatus 
may render nodes describing the UI screen illustrated in FIG. 
1B. Thus, the UI screen illustrated in FIG. 1A may move out 
of sight of the user, whereas the UI screen illustrated in FIG. 
1B may gradually increase in size and move in sight of the 
user. At the same time, one of the 5 items illustrated in FIG. 
1B, e.g., “Sentbox' may be displayed as if protruding more 
than the other 4 items. At this time, animation indicating item 
rotation as well as animation indicating item protrusion may 
be applied to the item “Sentbox”. The rotation of the item 
“Sentbox' may be initiated at the same time as the protrusion 
of the item “Sent box' or after completion of the protrusion of 
the item “Sentbox. 

0084. In this case, the size increase of the UI screen dis 
playing the 5 items may correspond to activeAnimation 
described in an animator node that is Subordinate to a menu 
node among nodes describing the UI screen illustrated in FIG. 
1B, the protrusion of the item “Sentbox’ corresponds to 
activeAnimation described in an animator node that is Subor 
dinate to an item node among the nodes describing the UI 
screen illustrated in FIG. 1B, and the rotation of the item 
“Sentbox' may correspond to focus Animation described in 
an animator node that is subordinate to an item node among 
the nodes describing the UI screen illustrated in FIG. 1B. 
0085. The key sensor node describes the manipulation 
result of the rendering apparatus. More specifically, the key 
sensor node may describe a result of manipulation with 
respect to a button provided in the rendering apparatus. Here, 
the button manipulation result may refer to which of the 
buttons provided in the rendering apparatus has been manipu 
lated and how the button has been manipulated. How the 
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button has been manipulated may mean the button is pressed 
for a short or long time or the pressed button is raised to its 
original position. 
I0086. The switch node may describe information about 
“states’ indicating item nodes that can be rendered and infor 
mation about “states’ indicating item nodes that cannot be 
rendered. 
I0087. The analysis unit 220 may analyze the above-de 
scribed nodes (the UI node, the menu node, the item node, the 
Transition node, the animator node, the animator group node, 
the key sensor node, and the Switch node) and output the 
analysis result to the rendering unit 250 through an output 
terminal OUT 2. 
I0088 FIG. 4 explains syntax of a UI node, in which 410 
may indicate the attributes of a field, 420 may indicate the 
type of field value, 430 may indicate a field, and 440 may 
indicate an initial value of a field value. 
0089. In association with the attributes of a field 410, 
“field’ may mean that the field cannot be an event delivered to 
or from a node, “eventIn may mean an event delivered to a 
node, “eventOut' may mean an event delivered from a node, 
“exposedField’ may mean that the field can be an event 
delivered to or from a node. In FIG. 4, the node is a UI node. 
0090. In association with the type of a field value 420, 
“SFInt32 may mean that the field value is an integer, “MFN 
ode' may mean that the field value is a plurality of nodes, 
“SFBool’ may mean that the field value is a Boolean value 
(TRUE or FALSE), “SFTime” may mean that the field value 
is a time value, and "SFNode' may mean that the field value 
is a node. 
0091. In association with a field 430, a state field may 
mean a “state', and a state field value, i.e., state information, 
may mean unique ID information, e.g., a unique ID, of an 
item node. The state field value is variable, but typically has to 
be one of unique ID information of item nodes that are sub 
ordinate to a UI node. 
0092. The initial value of the state field value defined in a 
UI node may mean an item node that is first activated among 
item nodes that are Subordinate to a menu node that is first 
activated when the UI node is bound. 
0093. The “state of the rendering apparatus is changed 
when the rendering apparatus is manipulated. Once the 
“state' is changed, e.g., an item node to be activated is 
changed, state information indicating the changed item 
node, i.e., information about a state to be transited to may be 
delivered to a UI node through the state field. Here, the state 
field value of the UI node may be updated with the delivered 
state information. The UI node may deliver the delivered state 
information to the Switch node. In this case, the analysis unit 
220 may determine whether an item node indicated by the 
delivered state information can be rendered by analyzing the 
switch node. 
0094. A “children” field may have a plurality of menu 
nodes as field values. 
(0095. A “resetWhen Bind” field may mean that “the state 
field value of the UI node is changed to the initial value when 
the same UI node is bound again” if the field value is a 
predetermined value, e.g., resetWhen Bind=TRUE, and that 
“the state field value of the UI node may maintain the latest 
value when the same UI node is bound again if the field value 
is not the predetermined value, e.g., resetWhen Bind=FALSE. 
(0096. A “keyPressed” field may have a field value when 
the user presses a button provided in the rendering apparatus 
for a short time, a “key released field may have a field value 
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when the pressed button is released from the pressed state, 
and a “key LongPressed may have a field value when the user 
presses the button for a long time. 
0097. When the user manipulates a button provided in the 
rendering apparatus, the manipulation recognition unit 240 
may recognize the manipulation result and incorporate the 
recognition result into a UI node. At this time, the recognition 
result may be one of the key Pressed field value, the keyRe 
leased field value, and the key LongPressed field value and 
may be delivered to the UI node through one of the key 
Pressed field, the keyReleased field, and the key LongPressed 
field of the UI node. Here, the UI node may deliver the 
delivered field value to its sub node, strictly an activated item 
node from among item nodes that are subordinate to the UI 
node, i.e., an item node indicated by an activeMenuCompo 
nent field value. 
0098. A set bind field, a bindTime field, and an isBound 
field may be associated with a bindable node. The concepts of 
the set bind field, the bindTime field, and the isBound field 
are disclosed in greater detail in the VRML standard. 
0099. When a UI node is bound, it may deliver its bind 
Time field value to a menu node to which an item node 
indicated by the state field value of the UI node is subordinate 
through an activeTime field of the menu node. The 
activeTime field of the menu node will be described later. 
0100 When a menu node indicated by a state to be tran 
sited to by a user's manipulation of the rendering apparatus 
and a menu node activated during the user's manipulation of 
the rendering apparatus are different from each other, a UI 
node may receive an inactiveTime field value, which is deliv 
ered from the activated menu node through an inactiveTime 
field of the activated menu node, through a transitionTime 
field of the UI node. The UI node may also receive a state field 
value, which is delivered from the activated menu node 
through the state field of the activated menu node, through a 
state field of the UI node. Thus, the state field value of the UI 
may be updated with the received state field value. Here, a 
transitionTime field value of the UI node may be delivered to 
a menu node to which an item menu indicated by the updated 
state field value is subordinate through an activeTime field of 
the menu node. Thus, the menu node to which the item node 
indicated by the updated state field value is subordinate may 
be newly activated. 
0101. An activeMenu field typically has information indi 
cating which one of menu nodes that are subordinate to the 
bound UI node is currently activated as a field value. An 
activeMenuComponent field may have information indicat 
ing which one of the item nodes that are subordinate to the 
bound UI node is currently activated as a field value. Since the 
activeMenu field and the activeMenuComponent field may be 
considered by the rendering unit 250 during rendering of the 
interface data, they generally cannot be used by the user who 
desires to design the syntax of the interface data. 
0102 FIG. 5 illustrates an example of the syntax illus 
trated in FIG. 4. In FIG. 5, DEF for defining and ROUTE 
routing an event delivery path may be the same as DEF and 
ROUTE used in the VRML standard. 

0103. In FIG. 5, OBJECT DB, USER INPUT, MENU 
SYSTEM, and OTHER TIMER may indicate a switch node, 
a key sensor node, a UI node, and a time sensor node (Time 
Sensor), respectively. The time sensor node may indicate a 
time sensor node used for animation in the VRML standard. 
0104 “state 5’ may mean that a unique ID of an item node 
to be activated is 5. As illustrated in FIG. 5, a children field 
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value of a UI node may be a plurality of menu nodes FIRST 
MENU, SECOND MENU, THIRD MENU, and the like. 
0105. “ROUTE USER INPUT actionKeyPressed TO 
MENU SYSTEM.keyPressed” may mean that “when the 
user manipulates a button provided in a terminal by pressing 
the button short, an event “action. KeyPressed of a key sensor 
node defined as USER INPUT may be delivered to a UI node 
defined as MENU SYSTEM through a keyPressed field of 
the UI node. 
0106 Other syntaxes may be described using the same 
logic as described above. 
0107 FIG. 6 explains syntax of a menu node, in which 610 
may indicate the attributes of a field, 620 may indicate the 
type of a field value, 630 may indicate a field, and 640 may 
indicate an initial value of a field value. A description regard 
ing the attributes of a field and the type of a field value may be 
substituted by the description made with reference to FIG. 4. 
0108. In association with a field 630, a state field may 
mean a “state' and a state field value, i.e., state information, 
may mean unique ID information, e.g., a unique ID, of an 
item node. The state field value may be variable, but typically 
has to be one of unique ID information of item nodes that are 
Subordinate to a menu node. 
0.109 An initial value of the state field value defined in a 
menu node may mean an item node that is first activated 
among item nodes that are subordinate to a menu node when 
the menu node is activated. 
0110. As mentioned above, the “state' of the rendering 
apparatus may be changed when the rendering apparatus is 
manipulated. When the “state' is changed, i.e., an item node 
to be activated is changed, state information indicating the 
changed item node, e.g., information about a state to be tran 
sited to is delivered to the menu node through the state field 
of the menu node. In this case, the state field vale of the menu 
node may be updated with the delivered state information. 
0111. A children field may have a plurality of item nodes 
as field values. 
0112 An activeAnimation field may have an animator 
node describing information about activeAnimation as a field 
value. An inactiveAnimation field may have an animator node 
describing information about inactiveAnimation as a field 
value. 
0113. An animationOrder field may indicate a temporal 
relationship between the start point of rendering of activeAni 
mation described in an activated menu node and the activation 
point of an item node that is Subordinate to the activated menu 
node as a field value. For example, when an animationOrder 
field value is 0, the start point of rendering of activeAnimation 
described in the activated menu node may be the same as the 
activation point of the item node that is subordinate to the 
activated menu node. If the animationOrder field value is 1, 
the stop point of rendering of animation described in the 
activated menu node may be the same as the activation point 
of the item node that is subordinate to the activated menu 
node. 
0114. A resetWhen Active field may mean “when the same 
menu node is activated again, the state field value of the menu 
node is changed first if a field value is a predetermined value, 
e.g., resetWhen Active=TRUE, and may mean “when the 
same menu node is bound again, the State field value of the 
menu node maintains the latest value' if the field value is not 
the predetermined value, e.g., resetWhen Active=FALSE. 
0115 “activeTime” and “inactiveTime” may be described 
as follows. A menu node may be activated upon receipt of an 
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activeTime field value of the menu node from a UI node and 
may be deactivated upon receipt of an inactiveTime field 
value of the menu node from the UI node. 

0116. In a similar principle to the above description, an 
item node may be activated by receiving activeTime from a 
menu node to which the item node is subordinate. More 
specifically, the item node may be activated by receiving an 
activeTime field value of the menu node through the 
activeTime field of the item node. The other fields included in 
the item node in addition to the activeTime field will be 
described in greater detail later below with reference to FIGS. 
8 and 9. 

0117. A transitionTime field may have a time value 
required for activating a menu node indicated by a state to be 
transited to by a user's manipulation of the rendering appa 
ratus as a field value when the menu node is different from a 
menu node that is activated at the time of the user's manipu 
lation of the rendering apparatus. 
0118. An activeMenuComponent field may be the same as 
that described with reference to FIGS. 4 and 5 and thus will 
not be described again here. 
0119 FIG. 7 illustrates an example of the syntax illus 
trated in FIG. 6. The syntax illustrated in FIG. 7 may be 
combined with the syntax illustrated in FIG. 5. In other 
words, FIG. 7 illustrates the syntax of a menu node defined as 
FIRST MENU. 

0120 In FIG. 7, MENU1 OBJECT2 POSINTERP, 
MENU1 OBJECT3 POSINTERP, and MENU1 OB 
JECT4 POSINTERP indicate position interpolator nodes 
considered to render activeAnimation described in a menu 
node. A variety of interpolator nodes Such as a position inter 
polator node, a coordinate interpolator node, and a rotation 
interpolator node may be subordinate to an animator node 
that is subordinate to an item node to be described later in 
greater detail as well as an animator node that is Subordinate 
to a menu node. Details of the interpolator nodes may be 
disclosed in the VRML standard. However, interpolator 
nodes prescribed in the VRML standard may describe only 
animation from fractions=0 to 1 at all times, whereas inter 
polator nodes used in the interface data according to the 
present invention may describe animation from fractions a to 
b (a and b are real numbers satisfying 0<a-b-1) or from 
fractions=1 to 0. In other words, the rendering apparatus, 
according to the present invention may render only a portion 
of the original animation, e.g., animation from fractions=0 to 
1 or render the original animation inversely. Here, “fraction' 
may mean normalized time. In other words, although anima 
tion may mean motion information from time-0 sec to 10 
Sec, the animation may mean motion information from frac 
tions=0 to 1. In other words, the normalized value of anima 
tion-prescribed time is generally 1 at all times, regardless of 
the denormalized value (cycleInterval) of animation-pre 
scribed time, e.g., 10 seconds. 
0121 “state 5’ typically means that the unique ID of an 
item node to be activated is 5. “loop FALSE' means that the 
rendering apparatus according to the present invention usu 
ally does not repetitively render animation described in an 
animator node. In FIG. 7, the rendering apparatus according 
to the present invention may render animation, which is 
described in an animator node from fractions=0.0 to 0.25, 
OCC. 
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0.122. As illustrated in FIG. 7, a children field value of a 
menu node FIRST MENU may be a plurality of item nodes 
MENU 1 1, MENU 1 2, MENU 1 3, MENU 1 4, 
and MENU 1 5. 
I0123 FIG. 8 explains syntax of an item node, in which 810 
may indicate the attributes of a field, 820 may indicate the 
type of a field value, 830 may indicate a field, and 840 may 
indicate an initial value of a field value. Description regarding 
the attributes of a field and the type of a field value may be 
substituted by description made with reference to FIG. 4. 
0.124. In association with a field, a state field may indicate 
a 'state' and a state field value, i.e., state information, may 
mean unique ID information, e.g., a unique ID, of an item 
node. 
0.125 A transitions field typically has at least one transi 
tion node as a field value. Each transition node may describe 
“the manipulation result of the rendering apparatus' and “a 
state to be transited to corresponding thereto. Thus, a tran 
sitions field value may be referred to as an STT. 
0.126 Each transAnimations field may have an animator 
group node including an animator node describing informa 
tion about transAnimation as a field value. Each animator 
group node constituting a transAnimations field value may 
correspond to each transition node constituting the transitions 
field value. Thus, the number of animator group nodes con 
stituting the transAnimations field value may be equal to the 
number of transition nodes constituting the transitions field 
value. 
0127. An activeAnimation field may have an animator 
node describing information about activeAnimation as a field 
value, and a focus Animation field may have an animator node 
describing information about focusAnimation as a field 
value. 
0128. When a first activated item node is deactivated and a 
second deactivated item node is activated, an animationOrder 
field may indicate a temporal relationship between the start 
point of rendering of activeAnimation described in the second 
deactivated item node and the start point of rendering of 
focus Animation described in the second deactivated item 
node as a field value and may also indicate a temporal rela 
tionship between the start point of rendering of transAnima 
tion described in the first activated item node and the activa 
tion point of the second deactivated item node as a field value. 
I0129. More specifically, the animationOrder field may be 
expressed with two bits. 
0.130. At this time, an upper bit may indicate the temporal 
relationship between the start point of rendering of activeAni 
mation described in the second deactivated item node and the 
start point of rendering of focusAnimation described in the 
second deactivated item node. For example, if the upper bit is 
0, it may mean that the start point of rendering of activeAni 
mation described in the second deactivated item node and the 
start point of rendering of focusAnimation described in the 
second deactivated item node may be the same as each other. 
On the other hand, if the upper bit is 1, it may mean that the 
stop point of rendering of activeAnimation described in the 
second deactivated item node and the start point of rendering 
of focus Animation described in the second deactivated item 
node may not be the same as each other. 
I0131) A lower bit may indicate a temporal relationship 
between the start point of rendering of transAnimation 
described in the first activated item node and the activation 
point of the second deactivated item node. For example, if the 
lower bit is 0, it may mean that the start point, i.e., transition 
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StartTime, of rendering of transAnimation described in the 
first activated item node and the activation point of the second 
deactivated item node may be the same as each other. On the 
other hand, if the lower bit is 1, the completion point, i.e., 
transitionStopTime, of rendering of transAnimation 
described in the first activated item node and the activation 
point of the second deactivated item node may be the same as 
each other. 

(0132) “activeTime” and “inactiveTime” may be described 
as follows. In other words, an item node may be activated 
upon receipt of an activeTime field value of the item node 
from a menu node and may be deactivated upon receipt of an 
inactiveTimefield value of the item nodefrom the menu node. 

0133. A keyPressed field value may be updated when a 
key Pressed field value of a UI node is updated. A keyReleased 
field value may be updated when a key Released field value of 
the UI node is updated. A key LongPressed field value may be 
updated when a key LongPressed field value of the UI node is 
updated. 
0134 FIG. 9 illustrates an example of the syntax illus 
trated in FIG. 8. The syntax illustrated in FIG.9 may be 
combined with the syntaxes illustrated in FIGS. 5 and 7. In 
other words, FIG. 9 illustrates the syntax of the item node 
defined as MENU 1 5. 
0135) In FIG.9, “state 5” may indicate an unique ID of the 
item node MENU 1 5 and the number of transition nodes 
constituting the transitions field, e.g., 5, may be equal to the 
number of animator group nodes constituting the transAni 
mations field value. 

0.136) “key 17 state 7” may mean that the “state' of the 
rendering apparatus transits to a state corresponding to 7 
when the userpresses abutton corresponding to 17 for a short 
time. “key 18 state 7” may mean that the “state' of the ren 
dering apparatus transits to a state corresponding to 18 when 
the user presses a button corresponding to 18 for a short time. 
“key 19 state 6' may mean that the “state' of the rendering 
apparatus transits to a state corresponding to 6 when the user 
presses a button corresponding to 19 for a short time. “key20 
state 6' may mean that the “state' of the rendering apparatus 
transits to a state corresponding to 6 when the user presses a 
button corresponding to 20 for a short time. “key21 state 1 
may mean that the 'state' of the rendering apparatus transits 
to a state corresponding to 1 when the user presses a button 
corresponding to 21 for a short time. 
0.137 Each of 4 animator group nodes from among 5 ani 
mator group nodes constituting the transAnimations field 
value may indicate animation that is to be rendered in a 
forward direction from fractions=0.75 to 0.8, from frac 
tions=0.8 to 0.85, from fractions=0.85 to 0.9, or from frac 
tions=0.9 to 0.95, which is described in a position interpolator 
node defined as CAMERA POSINTERP, whereas the 
remaining 1 animator group node may indicate animation that 
is to be rendered in a backward direction from fractions=0.75 
to 0.5, which are described in position interpolator nodes 
defined as CAMERA POSINTERP, MENU2 OBJECT1 
POSINTERP, MENU2 OBJECT2 POSINTERP, MENU2 
OBJECT3 POSINTERP, and MENU2 OBJECT4 POSIN 
TERP 

0.138. On the other hand, an animator group node that is a 
focusAnimation field value may indicate animation to be 
rendered in a forward direction from fractions=0.0 to 0.5, 
which is described in an interpolator node defined as 
MENU2 OBJECT1 MESH1 INTERP. 
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0.139. In FIG.9, each of 5 animator group nodes constitut 
ing a transAnimations field value may describe "loop 
FALSE, but an animator group node constituting a focus 
Animation field value describes “loop TRUE'. Thus, trans 
Animation generally cannot be rendered repetitively, but 
focus Animation generally can be rendered repetitively. 
0140 FIG. 10 is a reference view for explaining syntax of 
a transition node. As mentioned above, at least one transition 
node may constitute a transitions field value. At this time, 
each transition node may describe “the manipulation result of 
the rendering apparatus' and “a state to be transited to cor 
responding thereto. In FIG. 10, one of a keyPressed field 
value, a keyReleased field value, and a keyLongPressed field 
value may mean “the manipulation result of the rendering 
apparatus' and a state field value may mean “the state to be 
transited to corresponding to the manipulation result of the 
rendering apparatus. 
0141 FIG. 11 is a reference view for explaining syntax of 
an animator group node. 
0142. As illustrated in FIG. 11, the animator group node 
may have a children field having at least one animator node as 
a field value. 
0143 FIGS. 12 to 13B are reference views for explaining 
Syntax of an animator node. 
0144. In FIG. 12, 1210 may indicate the attributes of a 
field, 1220 may indicate the type of a field value, 1230 may 
indicate a field, and 1240 may indicate an initial value of a 
field value. Description regarding the attributes of a field and 
the type of a field value may be substituted by description 
made with reference to FIG. 4. However, “SFVec2f" and 
“SFFloat' (not shown in FIG. 4) are typically the same as 
those defined in the VRML standard. 
0145. In addition, a fractions field, a cycleInterval field, an 
enabled field, a loop field, a startTime field, a stopTime field, 
a cycleTime field, and an is Active field may also be fields of 
a time sensor node defined in the VRML standard. 
0146) However, an interpolators field and a fraction 
changed field will be described separately. 
0147 As described with reference to FIGS. 7 and 9, an 
interpolator node used in the interface data, according to the 
present invention may describe animation from 
fractions-fractions.X to fractions.y (each of fractions.X and 
fractions.y is between 0 and 1), instead of animation from 
fractions=0 to 1, in contrast to an interpolator node prescribed 
in the VRML standard. In particular, for fractions. 
Xsfractions.y, animation described by the interpolator node 
may be animation to be rendered in a forward direction and 
for fractions.x>fractions.y, animation described by the inter 
polator node is animation to be rendered in a backward direc 
tion. 
0148 fractions.x may indicate the start point of rendering 
of animation and fractions.y may indicate the stop point of 
rendering of animation. For this reason, a plurality of frac 
tions between fractions.X and fractions.y may have to be 
calculated for rendering animation. The calculated fractions 
(fraction changed) may be a fraction changed field value of 
the animator node. 
014.9 The fraction changed field value may also be cal 
culated as illustrated in FIG. 13A or 13B. More specifically, 
FIG. 13A illustrates the principle of calculation of the frac 
tion changed field value when animation described in an 
interpolator node is animation that is to be rendered in a 
forward direction, i.e., fractions.xisfractions.y. FIG. 13B 
illustrates the principle of calculation of the fraction changed 
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field value when animation described in an interpolator node 
is animation that is to be rendered in a backward direction, 
i.e., fractions.X-fractions.y. 
0150. In FIGS. 13A and 13B, “now may indicate time 
that the rendering apparatus, according to the present inven 
tion recognizes as "current time'. A user typically cannot set 
a value of 'now' and the rendering apparatus, according to 
the present invention may obtain the value of “now in a 
preset manner. For example, whenever the user manipulates a 
button included in the rendering apparatus, according to the 
present invention, the rendering apparatus may recognize a 
time at which the button is manipulated as “now”. Here, the 
preset manner is that the value of “now may be updated each 
time the user manipulates the button. However, in an 
embodiment it is preferable that “now is not normalized time 
like “fraction', but is denormalized time. “temp' may indi 
cate the start time of rendering of animation, but is denormal 
ized time. For example, fractions.x=0.75 dimensionless, 
fractions.y=0.8 dimensionless, temp-2 sec, and the stop 
point of rendering of animation 5 Sec. 
0151 FIG. 14 explains a rendering process, according to 
the present invention when a UI node is bound. 
0152 Once the loading unit 210 loads the interface data, 
one of at least one UI node that is present among a plurality of 
nodes constituting the interface data may be bound. More 
specifically, the rendering apparatus, according to the present 
invention may recognize “now and the recognized 'now' 
may be delivered to one of the at least one UI node through a 
bindTime field of the UI node, thereby binding the UI node. 
At this time, the rendering apparatus, according to an embodi 
ment of the present invention may recognize time at which 
any one of the at least one UI node is not bound as “now”. 
0153. If the bound UI node has never been previously 
bound, a menu node designated as default among menu 
nodes that are subordinate to the bound UI may now be 
activated. Here, information indicating the menu node desig 
nated as default may be an activeMenu field value of the UI 
node. 
0154. On the other hand, if the bound UI node has been 
previously bound, a menu node to be now activated among the 
menu nodes that are subordinate to the bound UI may be 
determined according to a resetWhen Bind field value. 
0.155. In other words, if the resetWhenBind field value is a 
Boolean value FALSE, e.g., 0, the latest activated menu node 
among the menu nodes that are subordinate to the bound UI 
may now be activated. Here, information indicating the latest 
activated menu node may already be included in the UI node 
as the activeMenu field value. 

0156. On the other hand, if the resetWhen Bind field value 
is a Boolean value TRUE, e.g., 1, the menu node designated 
as default among the menu nodes that are subordinate to the 
bound UI may now be activated. In this case, information 
indicating the menu node designated as default may be the 
activeMenu field value of the UI node. 
(O157. Thereafter, the UI node may deliver its state field 
value and bindTime field value to the menu node to be now 
activated through its activeMenu field. Thus, a state field 
value and an activeTime field value of the menu node to be 
now activated may be updated with the delivered state field 
value and bindTime field value. In this way, the menu node to 
be now activated is activated. 

0158. At this time, if the activated menu node has never 
been previously activated, an item node designated as 
default from among item nodes that are subordinate to the 
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activated menu node may now be activated. Here, informa 
tion indicating the item node designated as default may be an 
activeMenuComponent field value of each of a menu node 
and a UI node to which the menu node is subordinate. 
0159. On the other hand, if the activated menu node has 
been previously activated, an item node to be now activated 
from among the item nodes that are subordinate to the acti 
vated menu node may be determined according to a reset 
When Active field value. 
(0160. In other words, if the resetWhen Active field value is 
a Boolean value FALSE, e.g., 0, the latest activated item node 
from among the item nodes that are subordinate to the acti 
vated menu node may now be activated. Here, information 
indicating the latest activated item node is already included in 
a menu node and a UI node to which the menu node is 
subordinate may have an activeMenuComponent field value. 
(0161. On the other hand, if the resetWhen Active field 
value is a Boolean value TRUE, e.g., 1, an item node desig 
nated as default from among the item nodes that are subor 
dinate to the activated menu node may now be activated. 
Here, information indicating the item node designated as 
default may be the activeMenuComponent field value of each 
of a menu node and a UI node to which the menu node is 
subordinate. 

(0162. If the activated menu node indicates activeAnima 
tion, i.e., an animator node describing information about 
activeAnimation is subordinate to the activated menu node, 
the menu node may deliver its activeTime field value to the 
animator node through its activeTime field. Thus, the start 
Time field value of the animator node may be updated with 
the delivered activeTime field value. In this way, the render 
ing of activeAnimation described in the animator node may 
be started. 

(0163. If an animationOrder field value of the menu node 
indicates that “the start point of rendering of activeAnimation 
described in the activated menu node is the same as the start 
time of rendering of animation described in the activated item 
node', the menu node may deliver its state field value and 
activeTime field value to an item node indicated by its active 
MenuComponent field value, i.e., the item node to be now 
activated. Thus, the state field value and the active time field 
value of the item node to be now activated may be respectively 
updated with the delivered state field value and activeTime 
field value. In this way, the item node to be now activated may 
be activated. 
(0164. On the other hand, if the animationOrder field value 
of the menu node indicates that “the stop point of rendering of 
activeAnimation described in the activated menu node is the 
same as the start point of rendering of animation described in 
the activated item node', the menu node may obtain the stop 
point of rendering of activeAnimation indicated by the menu 
node, i.e., a stopTime field value of an animator node that is 
Subordinate to the menu node and indicates activeAnimation 
from the animator node that is Subordinate to the menu node. 
Thereafter, the menu node may deliver its state field value and 
the obtained stopTimefield value to an item node indicated by 
its activeMenuComponent field value, i.e., the item node to be 
now activated. Thus, the state field value and the activeTime 
field value of the item node to be now activated may be 
respectively updated with the delivered state field value and 
stopTime field value. In this way, the item node to be now 
activated may be activated. 
0.165 If the activated item node indicates activeAnimation 
and focus Animation, i.e., animator group nodes describing 
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information about activeAnimation and information about 
focusAnimation are Subordinate to the activated item node, 
the rendering of activeAnimation and focusAnimation may 
be performed based on the animationOrder field value of the 
activated item node. 
0166 More specifically, if the animationOrder field value 
of the item node indicates that “the start point of rendering of 
activeAnimation described in the activated item node is the 
same as the start point of rendering of focusAnimation 
described in the activated item node', the item node may 
deliver its activeTime field value to both an animator group 
node that is Subordinate to the item node and indicate active 
Animation and an animator group node that is Subordinate to 
the item node and indicate focus Animation. Thus, a startTime 
field value of each animator node included in the animator 
group node indicating activeAnimation may be the same as 
that of each animator node included in the animator group 
node indicating focus Animation. As a result, the start point of 
rendering of activeAnimation described in the activated item 
node may be the same as the start point of rendering of 
focusAnimation described in the activated item node. 

0167. On the other hand, if the animationOrder field value 
of the item node indicates that “the stop point of rendering of 
activeAnimation described in the activated item node is the 
same as the start point of rendering of focusAnimation 
described in the activated item node', the item node may 
obtain the stop point of rendering of activeAnimation 
applied to the item node, i.e., the stopTime field value of an 
animator node included in an animator group node that is 
Subordinate to the item node and indicate activeAnimation 
from the animator group node that is Subordinate to the item 
node and indicate activeAnimation. Thereafter, the item node 
may deliver the obtained stopTime field value to an animator 
group node that is Subordinate to the item node and indicate 
focus Animation. Thus, the stopTime field value of each ani 
mator node included in the animator group node indicating 
activeAnimation and the startTime field value of each anima 
tornode included in the animator group node indicating focu 
SAnimation may be the same as each other. As a result, the 
stop point of rendering of activeAnimation described in the 
activated item node and the start point of rendering of focu 
SAnimation described in the activated item node may be the 
same as each other. 
0168 The analysis unit 220 may analyze the above nodes 
(e.g., a UI node, a menu node, an item node, a transition node, 
an animator node, and an animator group node) and output the 
analysis result to the rendering unit 250 through an output 
terminal OUT 3. 
0169 FIG. 15 explains a rendering process, according to 
an embodiment of the present invention when, e.g., a render 
ingapparatus is manipulated. According to an embodiment of 
the present invention, a menu node indicated by a state to be 
transit to by user's manipulation of the rendering apparatus 
may be the same as a menu node activated at the time of user's 
manipulation of the rendering apparatus. In other words, 
according to an embodiment of the present invention, state 
transition occurring in the rendering apparatus may mean that 
only an activated item node changes, while an activated menu 
node is maintained. Thus, a rendering process when a user 
scrolls UI screens may be described as a rendering process 
according to an embodiment of the present invention as fol 
lows. 

0170 If the user presses any one of the buttons provided in 
the rendering apparatus for a short time, the manipulation 
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result may be a key Pressed field value of a key sensor node. 
The key Pressed field value of the key sensor node may be 
delivered to a UI node and thus a key Pressed field value of the 
UI node may be updated with the delivered key Pressed field 
value. 

0171 A “state to be transited to corresponding to the 
key Pressed field value of the UI node may be determined 
according to a description in a transitions field value of the 
activated item node, and information about the determined 
state is delivered to a menu node as a state field value of a 
transition node. Thus, a state field value of the menu node may 
be updated with the delivered state field value. In addition, the 
state field value of the menu node may be delivered to the UI 
node as a state field value of the UI node. Thus, the state field 
value of the UI node may be updated with the delivered state 
field value. The state field value of the UI node may be 
delivered to a switch node as a state field value of the switch 
node. Thus, the state field value of the switch node is updated 
with the delivered state field value. 

0172. If there is an item node indicated by a state to be 
transited to from among item nodes that are subordinate to a 
menu node as in an embodiment of the present invention, 
“now may be an activeTime field value of the item node 
indicated by the state to be transit to. “now may also be a 
startTime field value of an animator node included in an 
animator group node describing transAnimation indicated in 
an item node that is being activated at the time of user's 
manipulation of a button included in the rendering apparatus. 
In FIG. 15, whenever the user manipulates a button included 
in the rendering apparatus, the rendering apparatus according 
to an embodiment of the present invention may recognize the 
point of time at which the user manipulates the button as 
& G 99 
OW. 

(0173 “Now” serves as the activeTime field value of the 
item node indicated by the state to be transited to, thereby 
activating the item node indicated by the state to be transited 
to. In this case, a temporal relationship between the start point 
of rendering of activeAnimation applied to the item node and 
the start point of rendering of focus Animation applied to the 
item node is prescribed in the animationOrder field value of 
the item node. 

0.174. The analysis unit 220 may analyze the above nodes 
(e.g., a UI node, a menu node, an item node, a transition node, 
an animator node, and an animator group node) and output the 
analysis result to the rendering unit 250 through an output 
terminal OUT 4. 

0.175 FIG. 16 explains a rendering process, according to 
an embodiment of the present invention when, e.g., a render 
ingapparatus is manipulated. According to an embodiment of 
the present invention, a menu node indicated by a state to be 
transit to by user's manipulation of the rendering apparatus 
may be different from a menu node activated at the time of 
user's manipulation of the rendering apparatus. When the 
user manipulates the rendering apparatus in order to view the 
UI Screen illustrated in FIG. 1B or 1C in a State where the UI 
screen illustrated in FIG. 1A or 1B is displayed, a rendering 
process may be described as a rendering process according to 
an embodiment of the present invention as follows. 
0176 Once the user presses any one of the buttons 
included in the rendering apparatus for a short time, the 
manipulation result may be a key Pressed field value of a key 
sensor node. The keyPressed field value of the key sensor 
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node may be delivered to a UI node and thus a key Pressed 
field value of the UI node may be updated with the delivered 
key Pressed field value. 
0177. A “state to be transited to corresponding to the 
key Pressed field value of the UI node may be determined 
according to a description in a transitions field value of the 
activated item node, and information about the determined 
state may be delivered to a menu node as a state field value of 
a transition node. Thus, a state field value of the menu node 
may be updated with the delivered state field value. In addi 
tion, the state field value of the menu node may be delivered 
to the UI node as a state field value of the UI node. Thus, the 
state field value of the UI node may be updated with the 
delivered state field value. The state field value of the UI node 
may be delivered to a switch node as a state field value of the 
switch node. Thus, the state field value of the switch node may 
be updated with the delivered state field value. 
0.178 If there is no item node indicated by a state to be 
transited to from among item nodes that are subordinate to a 
menu node as in an embodiment of the present invention, a 
transitionTime field value of the UI node may be an 
activeTime field value of the item node indicated by the state 
to be transited to. To this end, the startTime field value of an 
animator node included in an animator group node describing 
inactive animation applied to the menu node activated at the 
time of user's manipulation of the button included in the 
rendering apparatus may be updated with 'now', and the 
transitionTimefield value of the UI node may be updated with 
the updated startTime field value. In addition, “now” may be 
the startTime field value3 of an animator node included in an 
animator group node describing transAnimation applied to an 
item node activated at the time of the user's manipulation of 
the button. In FIG.16, whenever the user manipulates abutton 
included in the rendering apparatus, the rendering apparatus, 
according to the present invention, may recognize the point of 
time at which the user manipulates the button as “now”. If the 
start point of rendering of inactiveAnimation applied to the 
menu node activated at the time of the user's manipulation of 
the rendering apparatus is not the same as the start point of 
rendering of transAnimation applied to the item node acti 
vated at the time of the user's manipulation of the rendering 
apparatus as illustrated in FIG. 16, whether or not the start 
point of rendering of inactiveAnimation is the same as the 
stop point of rendering of transAnimation applied to the item 
node activated at the time of user's manipulation of the ren 
dering apparatus may be prescribed in an animationOrder 
field described in the menu node activated at the time of user's 
manipulation of the rendering apparatus. 
(0179 The transitionTime field value of the UI node may 
serve as the activeTimefield value of the menu node indicated 
by the state to be transit to, thereby activating the menu node 
indicated by the state to be transited to. 
0180 Here, if the start point of rendering of activeAnima 
tion applied to the item node indicated by the state to be 
transited to is not the same as the start point of rendering of 
activeAnimation applied to the menu node, whether or not the 
start point of rendering of activeAnimation applied to the item 
node may be the same as the stop point of rendering of 
activeAnimation applied to the menu node is prescribed in the 
animationOrder field value of the menu node indicated by the 
state to be transit to. 

0181 Moreover, whether the start point of rendering of 
focus Animation applied to the item node indicated by the 
state to be transited to is the start point of rendering of active 
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Animation applied to the item node indicated by the state to 
be transit to or the stop point of rendering of activeAnimation 
applied to the item node indicated by the state to be transit to 
may be prescribed in the animationOrder field value of the 
item node indicated by the state to be transit to. 
0182. The analysis unit 220 may analyze the above nodes 
(e.g., a UI node, a menu node, an item node, a transition node, 
an animator node, and an animator group node) and output the 
analysis result, e.g., to the rendering unit 250 through an 
output terminal OUT5. 
0183 FIG. 17 illustrates a rendering method, according to 
an embodiment of the present invention. The rendering 
method may include operations 1710 and 1720 to render 
interface data that is described in a manner that allows it to be 
created quickly. 
0.184 The analysis unit 220 may analyze a plurality of 
nodes of interface data that are described using the plurality of 
nodes connected hierarchically and may have a plurality of 
selectable items in operation 1710. 
0185. In operation 1720, the rendering unit 250 may ren 
der the interface databased on the analysis result of operation 
1710. 

0186. In addition to the above described embodiments, 
embodiments of the present invention may also be imple 
mented through computer readable code/instructions in?on a 
medium, e.g., a computer readable medium, to control at least 
one processing element to implement any above described 
embodiment. The medium can correspond to any medium/ 
media permitting the storing and/or transmission of the com 
puter readable code. 
0187. The computer readable code may be recorded/trans 
ferred on a medium in a variety of ways, with examples of the 
medium including recording media, Such as magnetic storage 
media (e.g., ROM, floppy disks, hard disks, etc.) and optical 
recording media (e.g., CD-ROMs, or DVDs), and transmis 
sion media Such as carrier waves, as well as through the 
Internet, for example. Thus, the medium may further be a 
signal. Such as a resultant signal or bitstream, according to 
embodiments of the present invention. The media may also be 
a distributed network, so that the computer readable code is 
stored/transferred and executed in a distributed fashion. Still 
further, as only an example, the processing element could 
include a processor or a computer processor, and processing 
elements may be distributed and/or included in a single 
device. 
0188 Although a few embodiments have been shown and 
described, it would be appreciated by those skilled in the art 
that changes may be made in these embodiments without 
departing from the principles and spirit of the invention, the 
Scope of which is defined in the claims and their equivalents. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A rendering apparatus comprising: 
an analysis unit to analyze a plurality of nodes of interface 

data that are described using the plurality of nodes con 
nected hierarchically and indicate a plurality of select 
able items; and 

a rendering unit to render the interface data based on a 
result of the analysis, 

wherein the analysis unit analyzes a node corresponding to 
a latest rendering result and a result of manipulation with 
respect to the rendering apparatus, and 

wherein the analysis unit determines a state corresponding 
to the latest rendering result and a result of manipulation 
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with respect to the rendering apparatus and analyzes the 
node corresponding to the determined state, and 

wherein the analysis unit checks if the determined state is 
a predetermined State and analyzes the node correspond 
ing to the determined State in response to a result of the 
check. 

2. The rendering apparatus of claim 1, further comprising a 
node update unit incorporating state transition tables (STTs) 
of at least one of the nodes that is subordinate to a predeter 
mined one of the nodes, into the predetermined node. 

3. The rendering apparatus of claim 1, wherein a root node 
from among the plurality of nodes is a bindable node. 

4. The rendering apparatus of claim 1, wherein the analysis 
unit determines a node to be activated among the at least one 
node that is subordinate to the predetermined node based on 
bind information of the predetermined node and analyzes the 
determined node. 

5. The rendering apparatus of claim 1, wherein when a root 
node is bound again, the analysis unit analyzes the latest 
activated node among the plurality of nodes. 

6. The rendering apparatus of claim 1, wherein when a root 
node is bound again, the analysis unit analyzes a node that is 
designated as a default among the plurality of nodes. 

7. The rendering apparatus of claim 1, wherein when a root 
node is bound for the first time, node indication information 
indicating a node designated as a default is included in the 
bound root node. 

8. The rendering apparatus of claim 1, further comprising a 
manipulation recognition unit recognizing a result of manipu 
lation with respect to the rendering apparatus and incorporat 
ing the recognition result into the predetermined node. 

9. The rendering apparatus of claim 8, wherein the prede 
termined node is a root node. 

10. The rendering apparatus of claim 1, wherein the analy 
sis unit analyzes object data and animation that are repre 
sented in the node corresponding to the determined State. 

11. The rendering apparatus of claim 1, wherein when a 
first node from among the plurality of nodes is activated, the 
rendering unit simultaneously starts rendering of animation 
represented in the activated node and rendering of animation 
represented in a second node from among the plurality of 
nodes. 

12. The rendering apparatus of claim 1, wherein when a 
first node from among the plurality of nodes is activated, the 
rendering unit starts rendering of animation represented in a 
second node from among the plurality of nodes after comple 
tion of rendering of animation represented in the first node 
from among the plurality of nodes. 

13. The rendering apparatus of claim 12, wherein the first 
node and the second node are subordinate to the same node. 
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14. The rendering apparatus of claim 13, wherein the ani 
mation represented in the first node is activeAnimation and 
the animation represented in the second node is focus Anima 
tion. 

15. The rendering apparatus of claim 11, wherein one of the 
first node and the second node is subordinate to the other. 

16. The rendering apparatus of claim 15, wherein the first 
node includes at least one of activeAnimation and inactive 
Animation and the second node includes activeAnimation. 

17. The rendering apparatus of claim 15, wherein the first 
node includes transAnimation and the second node includes 
inactiveAnimation. 

18. The rendering apparatus of claim 1, wherein the plu 
rality of nodes can be changed during operation of the analy 
sis unit. 

19. A rendering apparatus comprising: 
an analysis unit to analyze a plurality of nodes of interface 

data that are described using the plurality of nodes con 
nected hierarchically and indicate a plurality of select 
able items; and 

a rendering unit to render the interface data based on a 
result of the analysis, 

wherein when a first node from among the plurality of 
nodes is activated, the rendering unit simultaneously 
starts rendering of animation represented in the activated 
node and rendering of animation represented in a second 
node from among the plurality of nodes, and 

wherein the second node is subordinate to the first node and 
the rendering unit activates the second node simulta 
neously with the start of rendering of animation repre 
sented in the second node. 

20. A rendering method comprising: 
analyzing, by way of a processor, a plurality of nodes of 

interface data that are described using the plurality of 
nodes connected hierarchically and indicate a plurality 
of selectable items; and 

rendering the interface databased on a result of the analy 
S1S, 

wherein the analyzing a plurality of nodes of interface data 
comprises: 

analyzing a node corresponding to a latest rendering result 
and a result of manipulation with respect to the render 
ing: 

determining a state corresponding to the latest rendering 
result and a result of manipulation with respect to the 
rendering and analyzing the node corresponding to the 
determined State; and 

checking if the determined State is a predetermined State 
and analyzing the node corresponding to the determined 
state in response to a result of the check. 

k k k k k 


